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Abel Tasman Sailing Adventures is a local family owned yacht charter business who have been providing 

great sailing opportunities in the region for 20 years. Skippered tours include daily scheduled sailing tours - 

an opportunity to join with others, private personalised sailing tours, and multi day sailing holidays in the 

Abel Tasman National Park, Nelson and Tasman Bay waters. 

The region’s longest operating and most extensive yacht charter company, and the only sailing business to 

offer a regular scheduled service. The fleet consists of 3 day sailing catamarans and 2 larger cruising 

sailing catamarans.  Clients experience a quality, personalised and friendly service and a most memorable 

holiday. 

Clients may join a scheduled day tour with others, selecting either a full day sailing tour or a combination 

tour including half day sailing and half day walking, kayaking or motor water taxi.   

Exclusive or private tours are also available for either a full day or an overnight multiday holiday, where 

clients stay on board the comfortable cruising catamaran. Clients may choose their length of stay and all 

private tours a customisable to the clients own timetable. 

No sailing experience is necessary – the local knowledgeable skippers take care of that.  Most clients 

aren’t boaties but enjoy the opportunity to try sailing in a safe, secure, comfortable and beautiful 

environment. 

Tours are operated from two locations. The main departure/check in location is Kaiteriteri Beach, where 

the summer ticketing office is located. All tours bound for the Abel Tasman National Park depart from 

Kaiteriteri Beach. The home base office is in Nelson, with a nearby berth for the larger cruising 

catamarans.  Tours bound for Mapua or Nelson Harbour leave from the berth at Wakefield Quay. 

Sustainable tourism is very important to the team at Abel Tasman Sailing Adventures, who aim for their 

impact on the environment to be as minimal as possible. We want to enhance your understanding and 

interaction with the beautiful Abel Tasman environment in which we love to work and play. 

Our focus is in experiencing the Abel Tasman National Park, not just transport into it.   

                                                 

Jane-Maree & Martin Holmes 
Owner/Operators 
 
Join our family owned and operated Sailing tours and experience the Abel Tasman National Park the 

Peaceful, Quiet, Relaxing way! 

 


